Zodiac Flopro e3 1.5HP
The Zodiac FloPro e3 1.5HP is one of the most energy
efficient, economical, easy to use 3 speed variable pool
pumps on the market today.
The motor has been factory pre-set to run at three
common speeds; but unlike most other 3 speed pumps
the FloPro e3 1.5HP can be adjusted by increments of 25
RPM to provide the most efficient solution for your
specific requirements.
Suitable for all domestic swimming pools, the FloPro e3
1.5HP is engineered to provide years of reliable,
ultra-quiet operation.

The FloPro e3 1.5HP is a variable speed pool pump
that has been designed specifically for the Australian
market as an easy to use, economic and intelligent
swimming pool pump.

The FloPro e3 1.5HP is built to the highest standard
right down to the quality and durability of its materials.
All the components are constructed from corrosion
resistant materials to ensure you attain optimal
performance and longevity.

With 3 preset speed settings you can simply set and
forget whilst the pool pump runs at the desired speed.
With the added function of the variable speed buttons
you can simply adjust the speed setting (RPM) to
ensure you obtain the optimum energy efficiency for
your pool application.
Running the pump at EcoMode for normal filtration will
reduce power consumption significantly.

Total Dynamic Heater (Meters of Water)

FloPro e3 1.0 and 1.5 Performance Curves

The FloPro e3 1.5HP has 3 preset speed settings

Eco Mode = 1400 RPM
Low Speed: Is the recommended setting for everyday
filtration of your pool when a cleaner is not connected.

Clean Mode = 2200 RPM
Medium Speed: Recommended when operating the pool
cleaner

Boost Mode = 2850 RPM
High Speed: To be used when backwashing, manually
vacuuming the pool or operating spa jets or some water
features.

Flow Rate, Litres Per Minute (LPM)

Model No.

HP

Voltage

Pipe Size

Carton Weight

WP000116

1.0HP

230 VAC

40-50mm

10KG

WP000117

1.5HP

230 VAC

40-50mm

10KG

RS485 Control
The E3 1.5HP can be remotely controlled using
the iAquaLink™ app by connecting the cable
from the remote connecting device onto the
dedicated RS485 terminal bar. The E3 1.5HP
pump is compatible with AquaLink TRi &
AquaLink M8 Pool or Pool & Spa Automation.

Due to its cleverly designed economical motor, the
Zodiac FloPro e3 1.5HP is one of the quietest pool
pumps on the market. At Eco Mode it generates less
than 50 decibels - equivalent to a standard dishwasher.
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